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IFTherapy - a Slice of Brain

To produce low frequency effects at sufficient intensity at depth, most patients ... In other words, the lower the stimulation frequency, the greater the resistance to ... 
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a Slice of Brain



IFTherapy Interferential Therapy



The basic principle of Interferential Therapy (I/F) is to utilise the strong physiological effects of low frequency (@ 50Hz. Muscle Stimulation:



Stimulation of the motor nerves can be achieved with a wide range of frequencies. Clearly, stimulation at low frequency (e.g. 1Hz) will result in a series of twitches, whist stimulation at 50Hz will result in a tetanic contraction. The choice of treatment parameters will depend on the desired effect, but to



combine muscle stimulation with an increase in blood flow and a possible reduction in oedema, there is some logic in selecting a range which does not involve strong sustained tetanic contraction & a sweep of 10-25Hz is often used.
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a Slice of Brain



There is no primary nervous control of oedema reabsorption & the direct electrical stimulation of blood flow is limited in its effectiveness. It is suggested therefore that in order to achieve these effects, suitable combinations of muscle stimulation can be made.



Treatment Parameters:



Electrode positioning should ensure adequate coverage of the area for stimulation. In some circumstances, a bipolar method is preferable if a longitudinal zone requires stimulation rather than an isolated tissue area. Placement of the electrodes should be such that a crossover effect is achieved in the desired area. If the electrodes are not placed so that a crossover is achieved, the physiological effects of I/F can not be achieved.



Nerves will accommodate to a constant signal & a sweep (or gradually changing frequency) is often used to overcome this problem (as well as generating a range of effects). The sweep (range) should be appropriate to the desired physiological effects, though again it is suggested that an excessive range may minimise the clinical effect.



The mode of delivery of the selected sweep varies with machines. The most common application is the 6 second rise and fall between the pre-set frequencies. For example, if a 10 - 25Hz range has been selected, the machine will deliver a changing frequency, starting at 10Hz, rising to 25Hz over a 6 second period. Once this upper limit has been achieved, the frequency will once again fall, over a 6 second period to its starting point at 10Hz. This pattern is repeated throughout the treatment session



Other patterns of sweep can be produced on many machines as illustrated:



Treatment times vary widely according to the usual clinical parameters of acute/chronic conditions & the type of physiological effect desired. In acute conditions, shorter treatment times of 5-10 minutes may be sufficient to achieve the effect. In other circumstances, it may be necessary to stimulate the tissues for 20-30 minutes. It is suggested that short treatment times are initially adopted especially with the acute case in case of symptom exacerbation. These can be progressed if the aim has not been achieved and no untoward side effects have been produced. There is no research evidence to support the continuous progression of a treatment dose in order to increase or maintain its effect.
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USTherapeutic - a Slice of Brain 

... of the exponential absorption is shown in the adjacent diagram. .... inflammatory response as such (though if applied with too greater intensity at this stage, it is ...
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BLOG_smd_ref - a Slice of Brain 

to decode the SMD reference and help to repare electronic! SMD_Catalog.pdf a Slice of Brain http://joemanu.free.fr/taratata. Powered by Joomla! Generated: 18 ...
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BLOG_ARM_debugger - a Slice of Brain 

free download from ARM, and enables you to create, compile, debug and profile ... you can purchase a license upgrade later that enables even more features.
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BLOG_USB_devices_with_python - a Slice of Brain .fr 

Emulating USB Devices with Python by Travis Goodspeed 
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GEM S2 - a Slice of Brain 

the purchase of this old keyboard is the eager to teach my kidsmusic, and also got at home a good master keyboard. The GEM S-series is polyphonic aftertouch, ...
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Ultrasonic Therapy - a Slice of Brain 

Ultrasound has been used on the field of medicine, while it began on beautification only 15 years ago. Surprisingly, its three wonderful efficacy bring the ones ...
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BLOG_python profiling - a Slice of Brain 

This chapter deals with strategies to make Python code go faster. Prerequisites. - line_profiler (http://packages.python.org/line_profiler/) Chapters contents.
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Led Shirt - a Slice of Brain 

The front pocket hold the protoboard and the battery. a Slice of Brain http://joemanu.free.fr/taratata. Powered by Joomla! Generated: 26 September, 2018, 08:55.
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BLOG_HPClinux toolsheet - a Slice of Brain 

sumup of few tricks and parameter to keep in mind for debugging. Cheat Sheet for various Linux/HPC Tools Originally written for a class on High Performance ...
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BLOG_OpenCV Cam - a Slice of Brain .fr 

Not many people are trying to capture images from their webcam using Python under Linux and blogging about it. In fact, I could find nobody who did that.
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Welcome to a Slice of Brain! 

If you are interested in physics, electronics, computer sciences ... and anything else, and you spend all your time to feed your imagination, you practice your ...
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blog_tcp no delay - a Slice of Brain .fr 

small bursts of information without getting an immediate response, where timely delivery of data is required (the canonical example is mouse movements).
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Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation (TENS) - a Slice of Brain 

In addition, most modern machines will offer a BURST mode (D) in which the pulses will be allowed ... Ã¢â‚¬ËœtrainsÃ¢â‚¬â„¢, usually at a rate of 2 - 3 bursts per second.
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Blood-brain barrier-specific properties of a human adult brain 

Sep 1, 2005 - for expression of normal endothelial markers, including CD31, VE cadherin ... in tissue culture, exhibited robust proliferation in response to endothelial ... inflammatory cytokines, and demonstrated blood-brain barrier .... and express
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4 slice 

Â®Registered trademark/Marque dÃ©posÃ©e/Marca registrada KitchenAid, U.S.A.. â„¢ Trademark/Marque de commerce/Marca de comercio KitchenAid, U.S.A.,. The shape of the mixer is a registered trademark of KitchenAid, U.S.A./La forme du batteur sur socle 
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Major Slice 350 

10 fÃ©vr. 2016 - EntraÃ®nement par pignons (vis sans fin acier rectifiÃ© et roue bronze). AffÃ»teur indÃ©pendant avec une manÅ“uvre des molettes simultanÃ©e ...
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2/4 slice - KitchenAid 

Ramasse-miettes amovible(s). Plateau en acier durable pleine largeur (deux plateaux adjacents sur le modÃ¨le KMT411), lavable dans le panier supÃ©rieur du ...
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Mental representations of movements. Brain 

Objective: Current research in motor imagery is focused on similarities ... The observed left hemispheric lateralization is in contrast to a previous study using ... 1997; Kiers et al., 1997; Rossi et al., 1998) that ISM does ... organs of a movement
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In Vivo Measurement of Human Brain Elasticity Using a Light 

Apr 11, 2009 - Received in revised form 2 February 2009. Accepted 1 April ... ing 3 mm for the deep tumor margin) that mainly occurs during ... published studies to measure the mechanical properties of soft bio- .... Note that the practical con-.
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Clinical Picture Brain of a white-collar worker - The Lancet 

Jul 21, 2007 - resolved entirely after shunt revision. His neurological development and medical history were otherwise normal. He was a married father of two ...
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daughter of draekons a prison planet slice of life dbid 4owl 
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Diecast 4-Slice Smart Toaster™ 

utilisant la commande électronique du degré de grillage situé à l'avant du grille-pain. Les degrés de grillage vont de « 1 » (plus pâle) à « 5 » (plus foncé).
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Brain Cine MRI Segmentation Based on a 

evolution strategy algorithm, called CMADO, to evaluate the amplitudes of the ... tation technique is applied on a 2D+t dataset to detect the contours of the region ...
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The extreme male brain theory of autism 

Jun 6, 2002 - (3) Abstract systems: mathematics, a computer program, syntax, etc .... And mothers fine-tune ..... systems, but who are extremely good at tuning.
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